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Hello Sailors.

This week we will be looking at wind and tides. This is a complicated area so here are just a few 
basic and important pointers.

Wind
When sailing you need to know what the wind is going to do before you sail and if the wind is 
going to change direction or strength while you are out sailing.

To do this you need to check the weather on a reliable website or app before you set out to get 
all the information you need.

Here are some good examples of websites that will give you reliable information.  
Most have apps you can load onto your phone so you can keep checking for updates:

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk 

xcweather.co.uk

Windguru.cz

windfinder.com

windy.com

bbc.co.uk/weather

It is advisable to check a few different sites just to make sure that your information is as 
accurate as it can be.

Wind Direction
The forecast will give you the wind direction 
and speed. Remember it describes where the 
wind is coming from, not blowing to. 

Get to know the points of the compass and 
familiarise yourself with wind direction.

Check out this video  
to learn more about  
the weather

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mx6Wv_Auq24
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When on your boat and on land you can work out where the wind is coming from by 
looking at things around you such as flags or trees. Get used to looking at them and 
see if you can work out where the wind is coming from.

The Beaufort Scale 
The Beaufort scale is used to help sailors work out the wind strength. It is based on 
describing the sea state in different winds and goes from force 0 to force 12.

Watch this video to find out more.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6krIqC4Svfo

Try this online 
wordsearch
https://thewordsearch.
com/puzzle/1206301/
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Tides

When sailing in the sea you need to know the tides as these will effect the sailing conditions.

Tides show their presence in both the flow (tidal stream) of water and in the change of 
depth (tidal height). They follow a roughly six-hour cycle between high and low water. 
There are two high tides and two low tides everyday.

What causes Tides?
Tides are caused by the gravitational pull of the sun and moon.

Every month there are 2 spring tides and 2 neap tides.

Spring tides: When the sun and moon are in line, you get the highest high tides and the 
lowest low tides

Neap tides: When the sun and moon pull in different directions the result is weaker so 
there is less difference between high and low water.

When it is a full moon, currents will be stronger (spring currents), whereas when the  
moon is at 1st or 3rd quarter phases, currents will be weaker (neap currents).

Because we sail on the sea it is important that we know the tides and are aware of  
their strength.

  

Watch this video to learn more about tides
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2yCy2YdejA

Check out the RYA website for more videos and fun things to do.
https://www.rya.org.uk
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